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Very Merry Christmas

Marathon 



Operation Christmas Drop

The Princess Switch: Switched Again

Christmas Catch

The Plot: Erica is a buttoned-up, congressional aide whose orders are to defund a
military base in the Pacific (over Christmas!). But that big city promotion is in
danger once she realizes she's up against Captain Andrew Jantz - who orders her
to love Christmas and charity work (and herself) instead. 
Who I Forever Stan: Kat Graham aka Bonnie Bennett & the star of Holiday Calendar
Tropical Christmas Song Lyric: "I saw Santa in his bathing suit"
Heartfelt Moment: It's based off real life events (not the romance part)

The Plot: Have you ever said to yourself I wish this movie had more Vanessa Hudgens
but also more wigs? Well than you're in luck. Margaret and Stacy team up again to fight
the ultimate villain - long distance relationships. Can they prove yet again that the only way
to develop an open, honest relationship is through light-hearted identity theft? To make
matters worse, there's a third doppelgänger in town here to make fun of your selfies and
karaoke choices, oh, and try to embezzle all of your money into an off-shore account. 
Montage You Didn't Know You Needed: Decorating a palace for Christmas
Netflix Universe Cameo: Queen Amber of Aldovia/A Christmas Prince series

The Plot: Bad-at-flirting, Small-town policewoman Mack finally falls for someone
only to learn he may be the thief of an infamous diamond encrusted reindeer -
forcing her to go undercover. Can she figure out the truth while not letting down her
boss/police chief who is also her mom who is also obsessed with Christmas decor? 
Familiar Side Character: Michel from Gilmore Girls
Christmas Catchphrase: Holly Christmas Pound Cake
Viewer Discretion is Advised: Extremely high levels of zaniness

Eve's Christmas

The Plot: Eve gets the chance to travel back in time to see what her life could have
been if she hadn't left behind her fiancé to be a successful business woman in an
emotionally unavailable relationship with her boss. 
How You Know Eve aka Alisa Donovan: Clueless and Sabrina the Teenage Witch
What She's Doing Now: Acting in a series of movies about a Dog that save holidays
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No Sleep 'Til Christmas
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The Plot: Two insomniacs struggle to get their lives in order. A problem
especially distressing for Lizzie because she has a Christmas wedding to plan!!
But the cure to their problems may be closer than they think!
Doppleganger Lead: Google Odette Annable and Arielle Kebbel. It's uncanny. 
Fun Fact: Two of the actors are married IRL. But I won't tell you which two actors
as to keep the mystery of it all alive. 

A Gift Wrapped Christmas

The Plot: Personal shopper Gwen meets her toughest challenge yet -- Charlie, a
workaholic, single dad who has no time for nonsense or loud patterns. 
The Likeable Lead: Meredith Hagner
The Less Likeable Son: Anthony Bolognese

A Christmas Kiss

The Plot: Wendy works too hard at her job of being an unappreciated assistant
interior designer. An elevator outage leads to a spontaneous kiss with a stranger. Only
Wendy can do nothing about it! Not only was she in disguise that day, the turned out
to be Adam, the fiancé of her uptight, vain boss. Will Wendy turn her luck around? 
Alien turned hearthrob: Roswell and Bones alumnus, Brendan Fehr
Don't Confuse It With: Merry Kissmas, where a caterer gets kissed in an elevator 

Very Merry Christmas Marathon 

The Spirit of Christmas  

The Plot: Kate, a workaholic lawyer up for a new promotion, has three weeks to
get a bed and breakfast appraised and sold. The catch? The charming B&B
happens to be haunted. Undaunted, Kate checks in and haggles with the
aforesaid Christmas spirit, who seems awfully solid for a ghost.
Who you’ll be stalking on Instagram after: Thomas Beaudoin

A Christmas Prince

The Plot: When a reporter goes undercover as a governess to get the inside
scoop on a playboy prince, she gets tangled in some royal intrigue and ends up
finding love - but will she be able to keep up her lie?
Your new favorite fake country (Besides Genovia, duh): Aldovia 
World’s worst math tutor: Rose McIver

12 Dates of Christmas 

The Plot: After a horrible blind date on Christmas Eve, Kate is ready to move on.
However she wakes up the next morning to find she is reliving that same day and
date again.
ABC Freeform presents: Amy Smart & Mark-Paul Gosselaar
Christmas Cred: Heavily references the song 12 Days of Christmas


